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Abstract

As the total amount of traffic data in networks has been growing at an alarming rate, there is currently a substantial
body of research that attempts to mine traffic data with the purpose of obtaining useful information. For instance, there
are some investigations into the detection of Internet worms and intrusions by discovering abnormal traffic patterns. How-
ever, since network traffic data contain information about the Internet usage patterns of users, network users’ privacy may
be compromised during the mining process. In this paper, we propose an efficient and practical method that preserves pri-
vacy during sequential pattern mining on network traffic data. In order to discover frequent sequential patterns without
violating privacy, our method uses the N-repository server model, which operates as a single mining server and the reten-

tion replacement technique, which changes the answer to a query probabilistically. In addition, our method accelerates the
overall mining process by maintaining the meta tables in each site so as to determine quickly whether candidate patterns
have ever occurred in the site or not. Extensive experiments with real-world network traffic data revealed the correctness
and the efficiency of the proposed method.
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1. Introduction

The number of computers connected to the Internet and exchanging data via the Internet have dramatically
increased, owing to the rapid advance of network technology. Recently, a new kind of data mining has
appeared in which researchers extract useful knowledge from network traffic data that are automatically gath-
ered by a remote server [6,12,15,19,27]. Identifying patterns of network intrusions and differentiating anom-
alous network activity from normal network traffic data are typical examples.
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